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Effects of Error Path Delay on Stability 
of the Filtered-x/Constrained Filtered-x LMS Algorithm

*Hee-Seung Na and ** Young-Jin Park

Abstract

Many of the active noise control system utilize a form of the least mean square(LMS) algorithm. This paper discusses 

the dependence of the convergence rate on the acoustic error path in the popular 시gorithm which is conventional "filtered-x 

LMS" and introduces new algorithm ''constrained filtered-x LMS”. The proposed method increase the convergence region 
regardless of the time-delay in the acoustic error path. In the algorithms, coefficients of the controller are adapted using the 
residuals of constrained structure which are defined in such a way that the control process become stationary. Advantages 
of constrained filtered-x LMS algorithm is illustrated by convergence analysis in the mean sense.

I. Introduction

In the active control of noise in ducts, it is common 

practice to locate the error microphone at a reasonable 

distance from the control source to avoid the nearfield 
effects by evanescent waves. Such a distance between the 
control source and the error microphone makes a certain 

level of time delay inevitable and, hence, yields undesir
able effects on the convergence of the filtered-x LMS 
algorithm. This paper discusses the effects of the rime*  ** 

delay on the convergence analysis of the filtered-x and 
constrained filtered-x LMS algorithm which is proposed 

recently to overcome the aforementioned deficiency of 

filtered-x LMS algorithm. Advantages of constraint filter- 
ed-x LMS algorithm will be further illustrated by con- 
vertgence analysis in the mean sense. Robustness of the 
constrained filtered-x LMS algorithm to the error path 

delay is demonstrated through a numerical analysis.
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II. The Filtered-x and Constrained Filtered-x 
L에S algorithm

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of an adaptive con
trol system based on the filtered-x LMS algorithm for 

the cancellation of noise. The filtered-x LMS algorithm 
is described by 버。following equations [1] :

u)i{k+1)=物以)+ 2〃仑(后)言 hjX(k~j— /), (1)

e(k) = J) x(k— j— i)f (2)

Figure 1. 티ock diagram of noise canc이lation system.

where d{k) is the desired signal and x(k) is the primary 
noise source signal. is the convergence rate which de
termines the speed of the adaptation. The controller W is 
represented by a FIR filter of order q. Assuming slow 

time varying weights, i.e. wt(k-j)=纠(丿妙，the filtered-x 

LMS algorithm is derived based on the steepest descent 
method. The H, FIR filter of order p、represents the error 
path consisting of acoustic path between the control source 
and the error microphone. Such an error path makes a cer
tain level of time delay inevitable and, hence, yield unde
sirable effects on the convergence speed of the filtered-x 

LMS algorithms which is popular because of its simplicity.
Let us consider another set of error £(、k) defined by

£( k) = — 言者 hjWt{k) x(k~~ z), (3)

which is obtained by imposing the constraint ;) —

(k) on the original error e(k) of the filtered-x LMS 

algorithm. It is derived to modify, the adaptation rule given 
in eqs. (1-2) as follows[2,3>4]:

纳以十1)= zs(於)+ 2徳以)名 hjx{k~j— i). ⑷ 
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This is so called the constrained filtered-x LMS algor
ithm. Modified Error e(k) can be represented in terms of 

the original enor from Eqs. (2) and (3) as follows :

e 아d、局一 hj wt(le) x{k — j— i)

+ 席 - j - i).

III. Convergence Analysis of the Constrained 
Filtered-x LMS Algorithm in the Mean Sense

In this section, we discuss the convergence properties 
of the constrained filtered-x LMS algorithm in the sense 

of mean value of weight. It is very difficult to examine 
the stability of the constrained filtered-x LMS algorithm 
in general. We derive the region of h which makes the 

controller stable in a specific case where the error path is 

a very simple n-step time-delay system. Let's assume that 

error path H and its mod이 are represent as follows :

리 = [0, ...,0,hn，0, . ..，이 T,

fi = [0......... 0, hn + m, 0...........0]r. (6)

百，the estimated model of H, is introduced to accom

modate the real-world situation where true error path 

model can not be identified exactly. Therefore actual 
constrained filtered-x LMS algorithm can be written in a 

vector form as follows :

W 以+1) = W(0 +2*(k)hn + mX(k — m), (7)

e(k)= d(k)-hn X(k)T W(^-n), (8)

E(k) = dQ) -hn + mXU—也)「WO)

=e(k) +hn+m X(k—師)'W(A— n— nt)

-hn+m XQ—肅丁 W以) (9)

=d(k)-hnX(k)T W。—#)

+ h"m X(^~ nz)T {W(k~ n — ni) — W(k)},

where

W(刼=[勿°。)，却i(爲)，…，糾(爲)]',

X(k)= [x(k —n), x(k~n— 1).........x(k —n —q)]T .

let’s take expectation on the eq.(7) then

E{W以+1)}= E{WQ)}+2〃E{hn+m X(k-m) £(k)}. (10)

2 7)E{hn + m X야e— ni) e( k)} can be rewritten as

2 ??E(hn + rn X(k~ m) s(k)}

=2 〃 [ B R 赤 一 h h R 戏 E {W 以一s)}

(11)
+ fj2RwE{ W(為-”-m)-W。)}],

where X(k) = X, X(A—w)= X, hn + m=fi, hn=h

R 血=E(d(k) X。-血)}, R 淑=E{ X(，4一 m) X(k)T), 

Rx*  = E{X(») X{k-m)T}.

The R 対 and R 斜 are the auto-correlation matrix and 

the cross-correlation vector, respectively. Note that elements 
of matrix R kx are complex numbers in general. The shur 

decomposition of R 戏 gives matrix T whose diagonal 

terms are eigenvalues of R as follows :

R 心=UTIL = UTU1',

UUT=I, (12)

T,,=』=＜，, + jew,.

The optimum weight vector, W*,  that resets in a gr
adient of zero, is

R -T RW* “ 又x n 故 /I
=나 --- ----. (13)

Substituting eqs.(l 1-13) into eq(10) gives

U 'E(W(R+1)—W*)  = U 】E(wa)— W*)  + 2!?U TfiR 萩 

~hhR 心 E(W^一，£)} + h2R^ E(W(A-w-- W(^)}].
(14)

By introducing a vector V(k), which represents the 
difference between W(k) and its steady state value W*,  
we can rewrite as

W(k) = W*  + V(k). (15)

By substituting eq(15), the update form of constrained 
filtered-x LMS algorithm can be written as follows :

V以+1) = ( I —2 亦2 T)Va)+ 2 疝2 t V以一，z—m)

一h T N{k-n). (16)

To find the analytical stability condition, let's apply 
Z-transform to eq(16).

V(z) = ________________zE + MO)___________
Wn + m+i—(—2 花2丁)广5 + 2决3仃/一2?舟 丁 -

(17)
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All poles of V(z), the roots of the following character

istic equation, must be located inside the unit circle on 

z-plane to stabilize the update process.

det(I-(I-2^fi2T)z~1 +2 沛 hTz-，T

’ (18)
-2〃f*TzFFT)=  o.

Then using det[U] det[U '] = 1, eq(18) is rewritten as

ft (1-(1-2，紀')e 顷 + 2沛h，\e ~,e(n+1)
点 (19)

一2沛机厂"""+”+1)) = 0.

We investigate the convergence ranges in detail for the 

following special cases.

1) m = 0, h = E
This is the case when H and H are n step delays 

with same gains. From ㈤(19), the stable range of 〃 can 
be obtained as follows :

心十一
“八 max

(20)

where 為心 represents the maximum eigenvalue of the 

auto correlation matrix of the input signal. It should be 
noted that the convergence region of 〃 becomes indepen

dent of the delay. In case of the conventional filtered-x 
LMS algorithm, reference [5,6] showed that the stable 
range of * as follows :

0< ??<

sin不鬲 

R h」ma:>c (21)

Hence, the convergence speed of the filtered-x LMS 

algorithm is expected to decrease with increasing delay 
n. So we should consider the error path delay when we 

choose the convergence rate 们 otherwise the update pro

cess becomes unstable.

2) m = 0, h=^=fi
This is the case when H and Tl are n step delays with 

different gains. From eq(19), the stable range of 하 can 
be obtained as follows :

n / „ / I cos(n + l) 0— cosn。
2fi2-2hfi-2fi2cosn0 皿)

We can find stable bound from eq.(22) in a numerical 
way. In case of conventional filtered-x LMS algorithm, re

ference [4,5] showed that the stable range of ?? as follows :

0< 7< (23)8 h A max

By the numerical simulation, eqs.(22-23) is illustrated 

in the Figure 2 (a — fi/ti). It is noted that convergence 

bound of constrained filtered-x LMS algorithm is less 

sensitive to the system delay than filtered-x LMS algor
ithm.

(a) Filtered-x LMS algorithm

(b) Constrained Filtered-x LMS algorithm

Figure 2. Convergence bounds of the Filtered-x LMS alg財ithm 
and Constrained Filtered-x LMS algorithm.

IV. Conclusion

We introduce the convergence analysis of the constra

ined filtered-x LMS algorithm in the mean sense. We 
derive the re흥ion of the convergence rate, 〃 which makes 
the controller stable for a special case where the error 
path is a simple n-step time-delay and true error path 
model can not be identified exactly. Also it is demonstr
ated by the numerical simulation that convergence bound 

of the constrained filtered-x LMS algorithm is less sen
sitive to the time delay than filtered-x LMS algorithm.
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